
Sudden Valley Emergency Preparedness Committee 
Meeting April 10 2018 9 am 

SWFA training room 
 
Present were: Grace Shaffner, Henry Renteria, Halina Reynolds, Marty Lynam, Dave Lillie, 
Frank Procella, Norm Smith, Carol Houlton, Owen and Penny Bamford 
 
Minutes of March meeting were approved. 
 
Safety Fair. Penny reported the entities that are coming and those that are not yet decided.  
She has a proposed map of layout which will be updated as attendance is finalized. Ruth will 
continue to coordinate with the cycle store and suggested that the video from Henry should 
be shown in the corner by the unused exit and that an EPC member be prepared to give a 
small talk or answer questions there. 
 
Video Presentation. 
Henry is preparing a short presentation to be given to the BoD and to various SV groups. 
When finished he will share it with the committee members. It will cover the EPC's projects 
supporting SVARC and BECoN, VMC and in conjunction with SWFA the CERT program, the 
concept of EOC, where it should be, how manned and its responsibilities, also the role of the 
SV administration and its relation to the county's response organization. Finally the need for 
many more volunteers. 
We can then arrange to show it.  Groups suggested were (after the BoD) The CTK, mothers' 
group, the Library, Ken's coffee shop and the Boy Scouts whose Eagle Scout activities would 
fit very nicely with the needs of the community. Then we could also present it to the 
neighboring communities of Glenhaven, Cain Lake and Geneva. 
It was suggested that a trial run for some of the CTK members could be made within a week. 
 
Carol will confer with the head of the Communications Committee about making a U-tube of 
the presentation and using modern media to extend the educational reach of the EPC.  
 
Henry is concerned that the committee is too extended on too many projects and that we 
should concentrate primarily on communications (and education) and secondly the 
evacuation issue. 
As part of both goals he proposes evacuation route signs on major roads. 
 
The issue of 1610 signs was raised. Although the 1610 is not yet working we will need them 
when it is. Ordering, payment and permit must be arranged. 
 
Other Business 
Halina wants a VMC meeting soon and suggested April 25th. The VMC materials are stored in 
the CERT trailer which would be a problem if the trailer is needed elsewhere. It was 
suggested that  a grant application be made through the VMC hub for a small trailer, capable 
of being towed by a car. This trailer could contain all the VMC materials and  possibly the    
IC-in-a-box which we used for the Cascadia Rising exercise.  
Despite fire alarm testing we continued discussion on finding funds for these projects.  
The meeting ended at 10:25 
 


